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I. Introduction

Sentiment concerning the outcome of the October 1995 sovereignty referendum in

Quebec seemed to have a significant

rates in the period running up to the

futures to examine market sentiment

dollar.

impact on the Canadian dollar and Canadian interest

referendum. We use options prices on Canadian dollar

about the effect of the referendum on the Canadian

Options prices are usefhl because they can provide a fuller description of the expected

future distribution of asset prices than is available from forward or fitures prices, which

represent only the central tendency of a distribution of outcomes. In p a r t i c u li s i t u a

where the outcome of a single prospective event, such as the referendum, may have discrete

and distinct effects on future asset prices, options data can provide information about the

range of expected outcomes and the probabilities associated with those outcomes. This

feature of options data was exploited by Bates (1990) to assess the probability of a stock

market crash and Malz (1995) to estimate realignment probabilities in the EMS.
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Extracting this type of information from options prices requires a method that is

sufficiently flexible to accommodate distributions with varying degrees of kurtosis and

skewness, and even multiple modes. We use a method developed and applied by Melick and

Thomas (1992 and 1996) that incorporates the information in a broad range of available

options prices and permits the estimation of a flexibly parametrized distribution function.

The advantage of this technique is that it imposes little structure on the process by which

exchange rates evolve and permits the estimation of relatively flexible forms for the

distribution. In addition. because no specific assumptions need be made about the process for

the exchange rate, the method is applicable without modification to situations characterized by

jump processes or other discrete changes in exchange rate behavior through time.

As with any method that extracts information about beliefs from financial data, our

results require carefil interpretation. option’s price, like any asset’s price, is influenced by

market participants’ preferences toward risk as well as beliefs. As such, the distributions

recovered from option prices are influenced by risk premia, just as spot and forward rates are.

The distributions reported below are the risk-neutral. or martingale-equivalent, distributions

consistent with observed asset prices. They differ from the true distributions that market

participants had in mind because they incorporate attitudes towards risk in addition to beliefs.

We find that as the referendum drew near and the prospects for its success shified,

there were dramatic changes in the shape of the implied distribution for the fhture value of

the Canadian dollar. Immediately preceding the referendum, the distribution was multi-

modal and the implied impact of the vote on the Canadian dollar was consistent with

particulady large future movements in the exchange rate. find that more standard
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techniques for recovering the implicit distribution of fiture values are ill-suited for

market views in situations like that in the period prior to the Quebec referendum.

describing

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section H provides background on

movements in Canadian interest rates and exchange rates during the period prior to and

immediately after the referendum; section d t and Thomas

(MT) for estimating risk-neutral distributions from options prices; section IV describes the

estimation of risk-neutral distributions for Canadian dollar futures and presents the results;

and

II.

section V summarizes paper.

EventsAroundthe Time of the Referendum

In the second and third quarters of 1995. it appeared that the Canadian dollar. shown

in the top panel of chart 1, may have been supported at least in part by a lessening of

concerns over the possibility of secession by Quebec. and short-term interest rates in Canada

declined both absolutely and relative to comparable U.S. rates. Moving i n tO c t o b

however, these trends began to reverse as polls suggested increasing support for the Quebec

separatists. The Canadian dollar declined 3 percent against the U.S. dollar in the four weeks

immediately preceding the referendum, and yield spreads on Canadian-U.S. ten-year

government bonds increased 30 basis points on balance over the same period. The C a n a

U.S. three-month interbank interest rate spread widened more than 80 basis points. as

investors positioned themselves for the possibility that the Bank of Canada would move to

offset the effect on monetary conditions of any sharp fall in the currency that might occur
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following a yes vote on the referendum. i

In the month of the referendum, the Canadian dollar was particularly vulnerable to

what appeared to be growing support for sovereignty. as indicated in the frequent public

opinion polls. In the days immediately preceding the referendum, the province-wide polls

showed about 45 percent of Quebec voters openly in support of sovereignty, slightly over 40

percent openly against, and about 15 percent undecided or unwilling to answer the question.

with a margin of error of 3 percent or more. Reports of the results of smaller daily polls also

circulated in

although the

More

the market. These showed similar percentages narrowly favoring the yes camp,

margin of error was considerably larger.

detail on the movements of the Canadian dollar in the days immediately

preceding the referendum can be

Friday October 20. The decline

seen in chart 2. The Canadian currency declined sharply on

was sparked by the release late on October 19 of the results

of an Angus Reid poll showing the sovereignty supporters ahead by a narrow margin.

Canadian interest rates. shown in the lower panel, also began to move substantially higher. A

Leger poll out over the subsequent weekend pushed the Canadian dollar lower still on

Monday October 23. The Canadian currency hit bottom on the following Tuesday and stayed

roughly at that lower level through to Friday October 27. Canadian interest rates also

remained elevated throughout the week. The following Monday, the day

the Canadian dollar recovered slightly, and Canadian interest rates eased,

of the referendum,

although the

~The referendum question was: “Do you agree that Quebec should become sovereign,
after having made a formal offer to Canada for a new economic and political partnership,
within the scope of the Bill respecting the fiture of Quebec and the agreement signed on June
12. 1995?”
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referendum results were not available until after the close of normal trading in North

America. On Tuesday. after it was known that the sovereignty question had been narrowly

defeated.2 the Canadian dollar moved sharply higher, and Canadian interest rates fell. In

addition. the Bank of”Canada responded to the recovery of the Canadian dollar by reducing its

call money target range 25 basis points.

On balance, the Canadian dollar strengthened

before the vote and the Tuesday following it. In the

about 1-1/2 percent between the Friday

days immediately prior to the

referendum. some market commentators had suggested that the Canadian dollar could rise or

fall 5 percent or more. depending on the outcome of the vote. Was that a realistic assessment

(that just failed to come to bear because the vote was so close) or an exaggerated claim

(sought out by journalists looking for a dramatic story)? Exchange rates, interest rates, and

other asset prices reflect the central tendencies of a distribution of outcomes but do not

provide information on the range or perceived probabilities of these outcomes. In this paper,

we look to prices of options over a range of strike prices for answers to these questions. In

particular, we use options on Canadian dollar futures to gauge the likely range of perceived

outcomes following the October 30 referendum and the perceived probabilities associated with

those outcomes.

III. The MT Method

In this section, we discuss several issues associated with using options prices to infer

market distributions, and we describe the MT method.

2The final results showed 49.4 percent for the proposition and 50.6 percent against.
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Using options prices to make inferences about the higher moments of an asset’s

distribution is not new. Early efforts relied on the model of Black and Scholes (1973),

which prices an option under the assumption that the price of the underlying asset evolves

according to geometric Brownian motion. Using an observed option price. together with a

risk-free interest rate and the spot price for the underlying asset, the Black-Scholes equation

can be inverted to solve for the unknown parameters of the underlying process. These

parameters. in turn, describe the lognormal distribution consistent with geometric Brownian

motion. There are several well known problems with using the Black-Scholes model, or its

commodity analogue (Black (1976)), to infer an asset’s distribution. Two concern us here.

First, the Black-Scholes model applies to European-style options rather than the more

common American-style. Second, observed prices are often inconsistent with the lognormal

assumption. Observed asset returns often display excess kurtosis, or fat tails, relative to the

assumed distribution. In addition, prices for options that differ only by their strike prices

typically imply different estimates for the volatility of the underlying process. That is, at a

point in time. the options prices themselves are not consistent with the lognonnal assumption

of Black-Scholes.

In principle the link between options prices and the distribution is very direct, and it is

not necessary to assume lognormality or place any a priori structure on a distribution to

extract the information in options prices. shown by Breeden and Litzenburger (1978), if

options were traded along a continuum of strikes ranging from zero to infinity, the risk-

neutral distribution of the underlying asset is completely described by the second derivative of

the option price with respect to the strike price. In practice, however, the fact that options are
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l r a priori structure on the distribution. The method used

here assumes that the underlying distribution can be approximated by a mixture of lognormai

distributions.3

The direct link between the risk-neutral distribution and options prices is severed when

we move from European- to American-style options. American options can be exercised

anytime prior to their expiration date. implying that their value is determined by the entire

stochastic process for the underlying asset rather than itsterrninal distribution alone. In

principle. two different processes that have the same terminal distribution will yield different

prices for American-style options. To deal with this feature of American options. we

construct upper and lower bounds on the price of the American option conditional on the

terminal distribution alone. These bounds are then used in the estimation of the terminal

distribution.

All options-based techniques for extracting implicit distributions, except perhaps the

Black-Scholes. rely on the fact d

from views about different parts of a single distribution at a given point in time. To

reconstitute the different parts into a single distribution requires simultaneous quotes.

Settlement prices for exchange-traded options on fhtures provide a readily available set of

simultaneous quotes for the end of the day. Synchronized prices for options on spot currency

3 Simply taking differences of available options prices (the Longstaff (1990) method) can
lead to implausible distributions with negative probabilities. Neuhaus (1995) describes a
differencing method which avoids this problem. Rubenstein (1994), Shimko (1991), and Ai”t-
Sahalia and Lo (1995) describe other methods to impose structure on the distribution.
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are not so readily available. Forthis reason the method istailored to American optionson

futures.

To describe the estimation technique, we first describe how we would estimate

implicit distribution if European-style options were available, and then describe the

the

modifications made to accommodate American-style options.

Estimationof Risk-NeutralDistributionfrom EuropeanOptions

Let ~,[~ be the price of a European call option with t days remaining until expiration

and a strike price of X. Similarly, let ~,[~ be the price of a European put option. Let f be1

the price of the underlying futures contract t days before the options expire. If the fhtures

price at expiration. ~. is greater than the strike price. the call option has a value of ~-~, and

the put option has a value of zero. On the other hand, if the fitures price is less than the

strike price, the call option has a value of zero, and the put option has a value of X-JO.

Thus:

,

=max~c -X. O], and

POIA = max[~-& O].

(1)

(2)

Cox and Ross (1976) show that. for days prior to expiration, these options prices can

be written as a function of a probability density ~ ~0] of the underlying fitures price at

expiration. This density is the risk-neutral density and will differ from the true unconditional
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density to the extent that it incorporates risk premia. Let ~,~0] be the density o ~ g i

day, and let ~, be the risk-free discount rate for the period from day t to day O. Then, the

options prices are given by:

(3)

(4)

To estimate 7 [. ], suppose that it can be approximated by a parametric density

finction ~[. ; 6,], where e,+ is a vector of parameters that may change from

~ call price that results from using the approximate density, and let ~,[x;ef]

be the resuhing put price:

Define the errors in pricing the options as:

e,’’[X;0J=

e,p[X;(IJ

Let XC and XP denote the sets of call and

(5)

(6)

c,[X]- c,[X;(lJ, and (7)

=P,[Xl -~,[~;e, ]. (8)

put strikes available on a given day. We estimate
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the distribution by finding the vector ()( that minimizes squared pricing errors:

(9)

Modificationsfor AmericanOptions

Because .4merican-style options can be exercised at any time up to and including their

expiration date, they include a premium for early exercise. To allow for this premium, we

construct bounds on the prices of American options and estimate the American option price as

a weighted average of those bounds. This modification allows for the early exercise premium

without imposing unwarranted structure on the stochastic process for the underlying fitures

exchange rate.4

As shown in MT, the martingale property of futures prices allows us to bound the

price of an American option in terms of the terminal distribution alone as follows:

C,U[X] =max[Et~]-x.p (lo)

(11)

4 The standard modification for Americanness used in the literature, Barone-Adesi and
Whaley (1987), is applicable only to the case of Brownian motion.
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= m E (12)
.

P,’[X] =max~X-Et~], ~,.E,[max[O~-&]]], (13)

case symbols c,’[x] and P,’[x] (~ = u, Z) refer to call and for

options, where E~[.] refers to expectations at time t taken with respect to the risk-

neutral distribution at the expiry of the option, and where ~1 is the one-period discount rate at

period I.s

The American option price will be a

A natural way to interpret where within the

how quickly the market expects uncertainty

weighted average of the upper and lower bounds.

bounds the actual option price falls is in terms of

about the future value of the underlying asset to

be resolved. If market expects the uncertainty to

exercise is more likely and the option’s value will be

hand, if traders expect the uncertainty to be resolved

be resolved relatively quickly, early

closer to the upper bound. On the other

later, early exercise is a less valuable

feature and the option will be priced nearer to the lower bound. The weights ~,$ and ~,~

correspond to the expected speed of this resolution. so that:

5 Note that the bounds differ only by the discount factor used in the second item in the
outside max list. Given the relatively short time to expiration of the options used here, the
upper and lower bounds are quite close together, with a maximum difference of about 1-1/2
percent. As shown in Chaudhury and Wei (1994) and Melick and Thomas (1996), in
continuous time the upper bounds for calls and puts collapse to the undiscounted European

value, e.g. CtU[X] =EJmax[O,&-Xll.
.I
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C,[x] = w,~.”C,”[X]+(1 -W,:l,)- C,’[X], and

P,[x] = w,:..P,”[x] P.

(14)

(15)

where ~,;,, (~=c,p) he in the unit interval.

For reasons of parsimony, we simplify the above specification and use only two

weights, ~,, and ~, ~, in the estimation. The first is for in-the-money options (those with.

value if exercised today), and the second is for out-of-the-money options. These weights can

be combined with the approximation to the risk-neutral distribution to yield approximate

option prices:

C,[X;(+.M.+ w,,. C ,U I X ; E I J+(1 ‘ W , , ) ”C,’[X;OJ,and

,

P,[X’;(3,,WJ=w:,. P,v[x;qj P. .

(16)

(17)
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with the European case, we can construct a pricing error for each option:

=CJJq -C,[zetqq,

e, (lt,wJ =P,[~ -P,[X;@f,wJ,

(18)

(19)

We then estimate [e,, ~t~ with (~,,~,) as follows:

(6,,W,) = argmin ~ e,([~; El,.wJ2+x e,P[X;9f,wJ2 (20)
ef,w, ~’~”, /Yd’n

Equation (20) describes a non-linear least-squares estimator for the parameters of the

risk-neutral distribution and the weights.

IV. Estimationof FuturesDistribution

To estimate distributions for Canadian dollar futures,

distribution ~[.] can be approximated by a mixture of three

assumed distribution . @.] . takes the following form:

we assume the risk-neutral

lognormal distributions. The

(21)

where
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r 1

(22)

This functional form is appealing because it can reproduce the single lognormal of

Black-Scholes as a special case’ while also readily accommodating leptokurtic. skewed, and

multi-modal distributions.

Data

The principal data used

options on the December 1995

in this exercise are the daily settlement prices of December

Canadian dollar (C$) futures contract traded on the Chicago

Mercantile Exchange. The options expired on December 9, 1995, 40 days after the Quebec

sovereignty referendum. We estimate distributions from several days in October: October 2,

four weeks before the referendum; four days in the 2-week period before the referendum; and

October 31. the day after the referendum. Some summary statistics for these data are shown

in the table below. The only other data needed for the estimation of the densities are

discount factors, which are taken from the prices of the U.S. Treasury bill that matured on

December 14.1995.

b Strictly speaking, this is Black’s 1976 commodity analogue of the Black-Scholes model.
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O

Date
Number of Range of Strikes

Calls Puts Unique Strikes (UScents/C$)

2 October

O

O

O

O

O

EstimationResults

Chart 3 shows estimated densities for three dates. The dramatic change in

sentiment about the Canadian dollar from early October to the day before the referendum is

reflected in the densities for October 2 and October 27. The probability mass under the

density for October 27 is generally to the left of that for the October 2 density, consistent

with the depreciation of the Canadian dollar in the runup to the Quebec sovereignty

referendum. However, as is apparent from the shapes of the two densities, the shifi of the

probability mass during the period was not uniform. The density for October 27 shows a

much wider dispersion, measured as the distance between the 1/6 and 5/6 quantiles relative

the futures rate. This measure is displayed in the table below the chart. The increase in

dispersion over the four-week period occurred despite the tendency of options distributions

become more concentrated as the time to expiration diminishes. The widening in the

dispersion reflects the sharp increase in perceived uncertainty about the outcome of the

to

to

. . . .
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referendum as poll results released during the period showed increasing support for the

separatist movement. The level of uncertainty displayed in the density for October 27 ]s

consistent with a 30 percent probability that the Canadian dollar futures rate could rise or fall

5 percent or more following the referendum, more than double the probability of such a move

on October

The

outcome of

2.

shape of the density for October 27 seems to indicate three distinct views on the

the referendum. The modal segment of density, which includes the

contemporaneous futures rate. may reflect

not be a surprise and that the futures rate,

the market’s view that the referendum result would

which represents the central tendency of the

distribution of possible outcomes, would not move much in the remaining days of the option’s

life. The hump to the right of the mode is consistent with the possibility that the referendum

would result in a clear defeat for the sovereignty movement and the Canadian dollar would

strengthen significantly. On the other hand, the broad shoulder to the left of the mode may

reflect the possibility of a resounding yes for sovereignty. weakening the Canadian dollar

significantly. The table below the chart shows implied probabilities that the futures rate will

fall below various thresholds.

The density for October 31, the day after the referendum, is shifted back to the right,

as the Canadian dollar strengthened foilowmg the defeat of the sovereignty referendum.

Furthermore, the density is considerably more concentrated, reflecting the elimination of the

uncertainty

Iognorrnals

October 31

about the outcome of the referendum. In fact, for this date, a mixture of two

fits the data about as well as a mixture of three. Consequently, the density for

shown in chart 3 is estimated with a mixture of only two Iognorrnals.
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More detail on the shifi in the densities over time is shown in chart

panel shows densities for October 2. before the dramatic rise in uncertainty

4. Thetop left

about the outcome

of the referendum. and October 20. the day after the release of the Angus Reid poll showing

that a plurality of Quebec voters favored sovereignty. Between the two days. probability

mass moved from values of the Canadian dollar above $0.75 to values just below that price

and into the iefi tail, consistent with more discreteness in market views about the outcome of

the referendum. The top right panel. which shows

October 20 density, shows even more discreteness.

fi.u-therto the left in that Friday-to-Monday period.

the density for October 23 along with the

Overall, the probability mass shifted.

and distinct humps developed to either

side of the mode. These changes followed the release of a Leger poll that showed supporters

of sovereignty continued to hold a namow margin over those opposed. This pattern is

consistent with the market view that on October 20 the futures price was generally expected

to remain in its then-current neighborhood.

over a wide range of other outcomes--both

with the rest of the probability

higher and lower. The density

spread more evenly

for October 27, the

Friday before the referendum. is shown in the bottom left panel. Apparently, some of the

negative sentiment for the Canadian dollar unwound during that week, as probability mass

shifted from the left hump to the right. The bottom right panel shows the density for the

Tuesday following the Monday referendum. II

strengthening of the Canadian dollar following

shifted to the right, consistent with

the referendum, and became more

concentrated, as uncertainty associated with the referendum passed.

the

While changes in risk premia can distort the day-to-day interpretation of these risk-

neutral densities in ways that can camouflage changes in market expectations, the shifts in
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these densities over time nonetheless appear to be consistent with market commentary on the

Canadian dollar during the period and may provide some quantitative guidance as to the range

of outcomes considered by investors and the perceived likelihood of those outcomes.

In circumstances in which a large amount of uncertainty might be resolved following a

specific event like the Quebec referendum. fitting mixtures of lognormals is particularly

informative. To compare the results of the approach taken here with the more typical

approach, we re-estimated the densities for the several days by fitting a single lognormal

distribution to the options data. To isolate the effect of the mixture of lognormals on the

estimation results. we used the same methodology to correct for the early exercise premium

(i.e., the “bounds” methodology) in both approaches.

The table below compares the sum of the squared pricing errors using the two

methods for each of the dates. While it is not surprising that the ratio of the sum of squared

pricing errors for the two approaches always greater than one, it is clear that the ability of

the single lognorrnal to fit the options price data successively deteriorates relative to that of

the mixture of lognormals in the days leading up to the October 30 referendum. Immediately

following referendum, the ratio drops considerably.7

7Even though the mixture of three Iognormals for October 31 performs somewhat better in
terms of squared pricing errors, its improved fit is largely the result of devoting one of the
Iognormal distributions to explaining options at a single strike price (73.5). In terms of the
number of times it produced a smaller prediction error, the mixture of three lognormals
performed only marginally better than the mixture of two lognormals. For 17 of the 31
options prices used on October 31, the mixture of three lognorrnals produced a smaller
absolute prediction error than the mixture of two lognormals. We choose to report the results
for the mixture of two lognormals in the table because it seems that for this date the extra
parameters do not materially improve the overall fit.
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Sum of Squared Pricing Errors (x 103)

Date Single Lognormal Lognormal Mixture Ratio
(a)

2 October 0.6897 0.3985 1.731

19 October 1.6812 0.4327 3.714

20 October ~~,9954 4.5577 4.826

23 October 45.3733 2.9345 16.462

27 October 41.5988 1.3072 31.822

31 October 2.2768 0.8141 2.797
Note. The sum of squared pricing errors under the column marked lognormal m i x tM from
a mixture of three lognormals for all days except for October 31. For-that date, the sum of
squared errors is the result of fitting a mixture of two Iognormals to the data. With three
lognormals, the sum of squared pricing errors for October 31 is 0.3457 x 10-3and the
corresponding ratio is 6.586.

Charts 5 through 9 provide additional detail on how the two approaches compare on

the various days. The top panel of chart 5 shows the densities that result from using the data

for October 2. On that day. which occurred before the substantial increase in uncertainty

about the outcome of the referendum, the shapes and the overall ranges of the two densities

are roughly similar, although the single lognormal puts a bit more probability mass on higher

f m l a

a panels, are fairly similar.

The differences between the two approaches become more dramatic on October 20,

shown in chart 6. The densities have markedly different shapes, as the single lognormal is

unable to portray the emerging discreteness in the market’s views on possible outcomes. The

density given by the mixture of lognormals has more probability mass over the two-penny
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interval containing the futures rate. less probability mass over intervals beginning a pemy

higher or lower than the futures rate. and about the same probability mass over intervals four

pennies away. The inflexibility of the single lognormal shows through to the pricing errors

associated with the standard approach. In situations in which investors actually expect some

discreteness in outcome and assign probability in a relatively lumpy fashion. the constraint of

the smooth bell shape from the single lognomnal leads to persistent overpricing or

underpricing of options for intervals of strike prices. This pattern of pricing errors is even

more evident in charts 7 and 8. where the options data seem to be calling for more

discreteness in the distribution of outcomes. As shown in chart 9. however, the differences

the two approaches essentially disappear on the day following the referendum, as the single

lognormal and the mixture of lognorrnals produce roughly equivalent densities and similar

pricing errors.

in

V. Summaryand Conclusions

This paper applies a method developed by Melick and Thomas using a mixture of

lognormal distributions to study the market’s view of the effect on the Canadian dollar of the

Quebec sovereignty referendum. It is shown that, in the runup to the vote, uncertainty about

the Canadian dollar widened significantly, corroborating market commentary in the days

immediately preceding the referendum that the Canadian dollar could rise or fall 5 percent or

more as a result of the vote. Furthermore. the shape of the risk-neutral density immediately

preceding the day of the referendum exhibits a pattern consistent with three types of

outcomes: no surprise. surprising defeat of the sovereignty proposal, and a surprising victory.
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It is also shown that, in circumstances in which a particular event will resolve a large degree

of uncertainty prior to the expiration of a set of options, the standard practice of fitting a

single lognormal density to options prices rather than the more

can obscure interesting features of the data and force large and

ranges of strike prices.

flexible mixture of lognormals

persistent pricing errors over
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